
Tomduie Smart Clachan



My community in crisis?
Climate!!!
Nature!!!
Cost of Living!!!
Housing!!!
Demographics!!!
Wellbeing!!!
Powerlessness!!!

An omnicrisis needs 
omnisolutions…



Comrie Croft
Regeneration since 2008

35 FTE jobs, £1.6 million turnover

2023 Responsible Tourism award 
winner 

Carbon neutral since 2020

10 nature-based micro-enterprises



Tomduie Smart Clachan
Model part of bigger learning project 

Design for community, shared facilities, people/cars

Energy and food generated/grown onsite 
Zero-carbon, modestly sized houses 

Locally-sourced wood, stone, turf, clay and straw

Discounted owner-occupied and for-rent homes

Community Interest Company



INSPIRATION: 
AUCHINDRAIN



GEARRANNAN



LOCHSIDE HOUSE



GLEN TARKEN



ARDGEAL



The profile of the gables is  
carefully controlled to match the  
proportions of traditional scottish  
cottages

Some of the buildings have  
shallower pitch roofs to allow  
green/sedum roofing. Other  
more traditional roofs may  
have solar panels

The buildings will be constructed with a joined-up process of  
localised ecological construction, meaning that from design to  

completion, local, natural, low processed materials will be  
prioritised and any toxic, harmful or high CO2 materials will be

avoided.  
The ecological construction will include untreated timber frames  

and cladding, straw bale walls, clay plaster and rammed earth  
substructure, all contributing to homes that are natural and

healthy environments.  
The construction of the clachan will also pioneer innovative  

methods of construction procurement and development of a  
bank of natural building skills and experience locally.

The kaleyard was a  
feature of traditional  
clachans, for growing  
produce

A Living Street: The buildings are a lot closer together  than 
in modern housing developments, to resemble the  form of 
a traditional Scottish clachan and to provide  attractive 
sheltered spaces that facilitate neighbourliness  and 
community as people go about their daily lives

The Clachan will have innovative  
methods of waste water management,  
including use of vermiculture and  
constructed wetlands, rainwater swales  
and harvesting etc.
It will also generate energy through the  
use of micro-hydro power

A common electric car pool will remain  
off-site, with an electric buggy  available 
as transport to and from the  car-park, as 
well as dedicated electric  bike charging 
points, to enable the  clachan to be as 
car-free as possible

Tomdui
e  
Clachan

Comrie Croft
are planning a co-housing scheme of innovative, off- grid, 
affordable eco-homes to support sustainable  community 
development. Tomduie will be an exemplar  model 
demonstrating how the once common clachan  (small 
Scottish rural settlement) can be sustainably  reinvented for 
the 21st Century.
Tomduie Clachan is central to the Croft's future  
ecotourism and regenerative living demonstration  
product, providing housing for Crofters and  
contributing to the local economy.The Clachan may be heated by  
100% renewable energy  
providing low-cost heating to  all 
the houses. It also has a 
communal laundry  and passive 
solar drying room

The landscaping round the clachan  
will develop around the principles of  
permaculture, ensuring the buildings  
become part of an abundant natural  
ecosystem

Co-housing means the clachan has some  
shared facilities, such as the common room  

with kitchen and guest accommodation.
Shared composting, recycling and  

freecycling facilities will enable the  
residents to live as sustainably as possible





Where now / lessons 
learned so far?
In planning
Policy not supportive - LPD
Challenges of pioneering
Rural communities are crying out for 
Smart Clachans!



Thanks
The people of Strathearn
John Gilbert Architects

MVG Landscape Architects
Joe Fitzpatrick Planning Consultant

Rural Housing Scotland




